Safety and Security of Students and Employees

Voyager™ Atlas School Edition places smartphone tools for all faculty entrusted with the safety and security of students, employees, VIP’s and others directly in your hands. With an ability to immediately, silently notify authorities of distress situations including the current location, users can assist personnel with securing the school environment and protecting its entire population. Users can communicate within the app with other users without having to fumble with contacts or phone numbers, allowing them to provide critical information to authorities while also protecting their students. When an emergency occurs, all users are able to see each other on the edge-to-edge map display, giving everyone involved a complete 360° view. Voyager Atlas School Edition seamlessly integrates with Voyager InSight, our browser based management system for command centers.

Alert
- Quick use SOS Emergency distress button
- Current GPS position

Inform
- Quick message and call without searching for users
- Immediate distress messages through configured notifications, text messages and email groups
- Sharing current GPS location with all users

Monitor
- Map displaying other users assisting
- Messages and situation updates
- All clear broadcasts